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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA, LIMITEE

UN RÉACTEUR CANDU CONÇU POUR AMELIORER LA CAPACITE DE

RÉSISTANCE AUX RUPTURES DES GRANDS ELEMENTS

par

N.J. Spinks*. F.W. Barclay**, P .J . Al len*** et F. Yee***

RÉSUMÉ

Les types actuels de réacteurs CANDU comportent plusieurs groupes
de canaux de combustible qui sont tous alimentés par un train amont
d'alimentation en caloporteur; ce train comprend un collecteur de sortie, un
générateur de vapeur, une ou plusieurs pompes en parallèle et un collecteur
d'entrée. Les ruptures hypothétiques de ces grands éléments imposent les
nécessités les plus lourdes aux systèmes de sûreté. Par exemple, la rupture
d'un collecteur établit les conditions de la vitesse d'arrêt ainsi que de la
vitesse et capacité d'injection de caloporteur d'urgence et a de grandes
conséquences pour l'enceinte de confinement.

On étudie un type de réacteur CANDU conçu pour réduire les
conséquences des ruptures des grands éléments. Chaque groupe de canaux de
combustible est alimenté par plusieurs trains d'alimentation de sorte que si
l'un d'entre eux se romp, les autres continuent de fonctionner. Des
limiteurs d'écoulement inverse réduisent la perte de caloporteur entre les
trains d'alimentation non rompus et le train d'alimentation rompu.

Dans cette communication, on décrit plusieurs possibilités de
réalisation de raccords de tuyauterie entre plusieurs trains d'alimentation
et les canaux de combustible. On y examine les progrès réalisés en
conception et essai des limiteurs d'écoulement. On y indique une analyse
préliminaire d'accidents provoqués.
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ABSTRACT

Current designs of CANDU reactors have several groups of fuel channels each
served by an upstream coolant supply-train consisting of an outlet header, a
steam generator, one or more pumps in parallel and an inlet header.
Postulated failures in these large components put the heaviest demands on the
safety systems. For example, the rupture of a header sets the requirements
for the speed of shutdown and for the speed and capacity of amergency coolant
injection, and it has a large impact on containment design.

A CANDU design is being investigated to reduce the impact of failures in
large components. Each group of fuel channels is supplied by more than one
train so that if one train fails the rest continue to work. Reverse flow
liraiters reduce the loss-of-coolant from the unbroken trains to a broken
supply train.

The paper describes several design options for making the piping connections
from multi supply-trains to fuel channels. It discusses progress in design
and testing of flow limitars. A preliminary analysis is given of affected
accidents.
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INTRODUCTION

A change in the design of the CANDU primary heat transport system is being
investigated that could improve the tolerance of the plant to large pipe
failures and could reduce the reliance on the special safety systems.

The CANDU reactor has four special safety systems that are independent of the
process systems and independent of each other. These are the two shutdown
systems, the emergency coolant injection system and the containment system.

The CANDU primary heat transport system is comprised of several groups of
fuel channels, each group served by an upstream coolant supply-train
consisting of an outlet header, a steam generator, one or more pumps in
parallel and an inlet header. There are about 100 fuel channels per group
connected to the headers by end fittings and feeder pipes.

The fuel channel and all piping between headers is of small diameter (up to
10 cm). The supply train piping can be larger (up to 40 cm or more,
depending on the size of the reactor). Postulated failures in the larger-
diameter piping set many of the requirements for design of the safety
systems: the speed of shutdown, the speed and capacity of emergency coolant
injection and the leak tightness of containment.

In the new design, called CANFLO, each fuel channel is supplied from more
than one train so that if one train fails, the rest continue to provide at
least some coolant to the channel. Reverse flow limiters at the inlet reduce
the loss-of-coolant from the unbroken trains to a broken supply train. The
loss is intended to be less than the flow from the unbroken trains so as to
maintain forward flow in the affected group of fuel channels. Figure 1
illustrates the concept in a simple-circuit, two-supply-train design. The
cross-connection downstream of the main inlet headers could be a new set of
headers, of smaller diameter than the main headers, each supplying a small
number of fuel channels. Another option is to supply each channel with two
inlet feeders, each being connected to a different supply train. The latter
approach was adopted for the CIRENE pressure-tube reactor near Rome. The
concept of minimizing reverse flow by the use of special devices in coolant
supply-lines has been developed for the advanced gas-cooled reactors in the
United Kingdom [4]. Figure 1 shows the use of small headers and forward-flow
limiters near the outlet headers. These are intended to further reduce the
rate of coolant loss to a broken supply train.

By reducing the core voiding rate for the postulated large-break loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA), the CANFLO design would have a reduced rate of void
reactivity addition and would therefore require a reduced rate of reduction
of reactivity via the shutdown systems.

Fuel temperatures during a postulated large-break LOCA can be high enough to
put a limit on core-power density during normal operation. By maintaining
forward flow, even for the large break, the CANFLO design avoids the
conditions which lead to the high temperatures. Consequently this restraint
on power density can be removed to allow the reactor power to be uprated with
consequent reductions in specific capital cost. Reduced LOCA temperatures,



even for an uprated reactor, lead to reduced releases of radioactivity into
containment.

With CANFLO, the reduced rate of loss-of-coolant would permit a reduction in
the speed and capacity of emergency coolant injection. Also the reduced rate
of release of energy and radioactivity into containment would reduce the
release of radioactivity from an impaired containment.

In the following two sections of the paper, options are discussed for the
design of the heat transport system and for the reverse-flow limiters. A
test program has been initiated to assess various designs of flow limiters
and this is described. The paper concludes with some performance
predictions.

DESIGN OPTIONS

A conventional CANDU heat transport circuit, shown in Figure 2, has two
supply trains and associated channels in series., the so-called figure-of-
eight design. It provides pump redundancy for events involving failure of a
single pump and, compared to a parallel-pump arrangement, reduces the
positive void-reactivity effect of a LOCA by ensuring that half the channels
of the circuit are less directly affected by a break.

The CANFLO design of Figure 1 achieves pump redundancy with two pumps in
parallel and the flow limiters reduce the rate of core voiding, hence the
rate of addition of reactivity during a LOCA.

The above two-pump two-steam-generator designs of Figures 1 and 2 are suited
to reactors with smaller power output. Larger numbers of pumps and steam
generators are needed for larger outputs to limit the size of these large
components. The CANDU 600 uses four pumps and four steam generators in an
arrangement of two figure-of-eight circuits. The division into two circuits
further reduces the positive void reactivity effect of a LOCA.

A CANFLO system with four pumps and four steam generators could have several
arrangements: a simple circuit with four supply trains in parallel, a single
figure-of-eight circuit with two supply trains in parallel as shown in Figure
3 or two simple circuits like Figure 1 with two supply trains in parallel.
The design with four trains in parallel would be most effective in
maintaining a forward flow to the core in the event of a LOCA but the header
to feeder connections could be very complicated. The two-circuit design
should have a residual advantage from the void-reactivity viewpoint. The
figure-of-eight design, being a single circuit, could be the simplest from
the design viewpoint.

The benefits of a single circuit design are in simplifications to the
pressure and inventory control, emergency core cooling, shutdown cooling and
purification systems. The two-circuit design requires interconnecting piping
and valves to service the two circuits with common systems. These can be
eliminated with a single-circuit design.



Another CANFLO option is shown in Figure 4. It is called the figure-of-800
because it has features common to the simple circuit of Figure 1 and the
figure-of-eight circuit of Figure 2. Its advantage over other four-supply-
train options is that, in any pair of supplies to a group of channels, the
two sources come from divergent parts of the circuit. This reduces the
effect on the good train of a break in the other train of a pair. Figure A
is drawn without flow liraiters at the outlet. They are expected to be less
effective in the figure-of-800 configuration.

A CANFLO arrangement of two trains in parallel permits a selection of two
pumps plus four steam generators or four pumps plus two steam generators, if
such options prove to be desirable given the required reactor power output
and given the availability of these large components. Similarly a three-
train design with three pumps and three steam generators is an option that is
not available with conventional CANDU figure-of-eight circuits.

The conventional figure-of-eight CANDU design avoids the need for return
piping from one face of the core to the other. Refuelling is done at both
faces. However, to reduce fuel handling equipment costs and to facilitate
fuel-channel replacement, refuelling at only one face is being considered
for advanced designs and return piping is needed as in the CANFLO design of
Figure 1. All channels would be refuelled at the outlet so that all outlets
are at one face, the refuelling face, and all inlets are at the other face.
This leaves the inlet face relatively clear for the extra CANFLO inlet
piping.

There are two arrangements of the CANFLO inlet connections currently under
consideration. One design uses a set of small headers downstream of the
large inlet headers to make the common connection from several supply trains.
The inlet feeders are in turn connected to the small headers. A typical
arrangement showing five inlet feeders connected to a small header is shown
in Figure 5. Cooling flow would still be provided to the fuel channels if a
large inlet header were to fail since the flow limiter would limit the flow
rate to the broken header. However, there is a possibility of flow
stagnation in the channels connected to a small header (the five channels
served by the five feeders of Figure 5) if the small header were to fail.

The other inlet arrangement under consideration utilizes two inlet feeders
for each channel. The two feeders for a particular channel would be
connected to different inlet headers as shown in Figure 6. Each feeder would
carry one half of the required channel flow. A reverse-flow limiter would be
located in each feeder.

The ideas of small inlet headers and dual feeders might be combined in order
to minimize the total length of feeder piping. Figure 7 shows fuel channels
connected via short lengths of feeder to small vertical headers positioned
near the reactor inlet face. However, consideration must be given to the
axial elongation of fuel channels which occurs due to fast neutron
irradiation and due to thermal expansion. This elongation requires a certain
minimum length of feeder in the plane perpendicular to the fuel channel. The
arrangement of Figure 7 would have to have the required flexibility to
accommodate this movement.



FLOW LIMITER OPTIONS

The purpose of an inlet-flow limiter is to limit the reverse flow to a pipe
break but not at the expense of a high resistance to flow in the forward
direction. The purpose of an outlet-flow limiter is to limit the rate of
forward flow to a pipe break but again not at the expense of a high
resistance to normal forward-flow rates.

Flow limiters must not impact on power production so they must essentially be
maintenance free. This means, for example, that they must be resistant to
vibration-induced damage and to erosion/corrosion at high flow velocities.

Flow limiters must be testable periodically for their effect on flow in both
the normal and reverse directions but the reliability must be high so that
this testing can be infrequent. The normal CANDU channel outlet-temperature
monitoring system provides the means to check normal flow but an additional
test would be needed for reverse flow. If a pump were turned off at low
power, the channel outlet-temperature monitoring system might again be ar
adequate indication of excessive reverse flow to that pump, or exir 'it-
header-to-header pressure-drop instrumentation might be useful.

The venturi would seem to be the best device for a flow limiter at c'.c.
outlet. The impact on the normal flow is minimal and choking at the ..liroat
would limit the forward flow.

The venturi, the vortex diode and the check valve have been considered for
use as reverse flow limiters at the inlet. The attraction of the venturi is
its simplicity, which should lead to reliability. However, it is not as
effective as the other options and would require a heat transport system
design with more than two supply trains in parallel.

The vortex diode is more complex than the venturi but is more effective in
performance and does not rely on moving parts like the check valve. Pure
fluidic devices that utilize vortex flows to induce large differences between
their forward and reverse-resistance characteristics have been known for many
years [1,2]. A vortex diode of the type developed by Zobel [2] is
illustrated in Figure 8. Grant and Wright [3] discussed the possible
applications of fluidic devices in reactor circuits, and vortex diodes have
subsequently been installed as protective devices in the coolant circuits of
AGR reactors in the U.K. [4].

For the most part, the work cited above has focussed on the single-phase
characteristics of vortex diodes, whereas for a CANDU system we wish to
compare the reverse resistance in two-phase (possibly choked) flow with the
normal single-phase forward resistance. Mori and Premoli [5]investigated
this aspect with a series of experiments conducted in pressurized water.
Their results showed an increase in the reverse-to-forward flow resistance
ratio when the reverse flow was accompanied by flashing in the diode [6].
More recently, diode designs offering increased performance have been
reported [7]. Thus, there is good reason for optimism that a fluidic diode
can be designed with suitable characteristics for use as reverse-flow
limiters in a CANFLO system.



The check valve, or rather the class of devices that restrict reverse flow by
mechanical movement, would be very effective but may require excessive
maintenance. Bearing in mind that, the leak tightness to a reverse pressure
drop is not important, a simple robust design is being sought. An important
consideration is the frequency of failure leading to reduction of normal
flow. This has to be extremely low.

In order to gain further insight into achievable flow-limiter characteristics
in a CANFLO system and identify prospective designs, an experimental program
is being pursued at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment. Since we
are interested not only in the performance of the device per se, but also in
its ease of manufacture and compatibility with other system requirements
(high-pressure operation, available space, etc.), we expect to test a range
of geometric characteristics, including some devices which are more
compatible with axial flow geometry than the vortex diode. Testing will
initially be done at low temperature and pressure in a transparent facility.
Those devices that appear most promising in these tests will then undergo a
more rigorous test program, using conditions representative of a CANDU
coolant system.

NUMERICAL MODELLING

Calculations have been made to compare the LOCA response of several CANFLO
options with each other and with a conventional CANDU reactor. All
simulations assumed the same number and size of major components (pumps,
steam generators, core) as in the CANDU 600 except for the small increase in
pump head required to supply the pressure loss through the flow limiters.
The injection of emergency coolant was modelled. Most CANFLO cases used the
figure-of-eight geometry of Figure 3. One, case 5, used the figure-of-800
geometry of Figure 4. All CANFLO designs were thus single-circuit designs,
whereas the conventional CANDU 600 has two figure-of-eight circuits.

Details of each case analyzed are shown in Table 1. Several combinations of
inlet- and outlet-flow limiters were studied. Cases with check valves at the
inlet were assumed to eliminate flow lost to a broken train at the inlet.
Case 6 not only has check valves at the inlet but is also assumed to have the
means (called DP valves) to eliminate flow lost to a broken train at the
outlet.

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS

Case
No.

1
2
3
A
5
6
7

Reactor
Design

CANFLO
CANFLO
CANFLO
CANFLO
CANFLO
CANFLO
CANDU 600

Break
Size
%

100
100
100
100
100
100
35

Inlet-
Flow
Limiters

Diodes
Diodes
Chk valves
Chk valves
Diodes
Chk valves
None

Outlet-
Flow
Limiters

Venturis
None
Venturis
None
Venturis
DP valves
None

Circuit
ConfiR.

f-8
f-8
f-8
f-8
f-800
f-8
2xf-8



For CANFLO, the 100% inlet-header break was expected to give the highest fuel
temperatures and so was chosen for the study. For comparison, the 35% inlet-
header break was chosen for the conventional CANDU 600. This leads to a
period of flow stagnation giving maximum fuel temperatures in the downstream
fuel-channels.

The main tool for the calculations is the CATHENA thermohydraulics code [°].
It was developed primarily to analyze LOCAs in CANDU reactors.

For subsonic flows through Venturis and for forward flow through vortex
diodes, head-loss factors derived from Reference 9 have been used. For
reverse flow through vortex diodes, the head-loss factor is based on the
reverse-to-forward flow characteristics given by Syred and Roberts [7] for a
SIDO diode discharging steam-water flows from high pressure. (The SIDO diode
is an improved version of the vortex diode.) The flow is constrained, where
necessary, to remain at or below the sonic velocity. For this purpose, an
effective flow area is specified, which may be less than the physical throat
area of the component. This provision permits the modelling of choking in
components such as vortex diodes.

The CATHENA models include a high-power channel in parallel with the group of
channels downstream of the broken inlet header. This is expected to have the
highest fuel temperatures. Temperatures are calculated for the highest-power
fuel element in this hot channel: the hot-channel, hot-pin sheath
temperature.

Because of the positive void coefficient of reactivity, the shutdown power
transients include an overpower component due to the partial core voiding
which occurs to a varying extent in all cases. In case 7 (the conventional
CANDU) the overpower transient had been calculated using the three-
dimensional neutron kinetics code CERBERUS [10]. For th« CANFLO cases,
CATHENA runs were done initially with no overpower component in order to
evaluate the voidage transient for each case. The voidage thus calculated
was used as input to a point kinetics code. The resulting overpower
transient was then used in a final CATHENA calculation.

RESULTS

Three major safety-related benefits are expected from the CANFLO concept:

(1) a reduction in peak fuel sheath temperatures following
a loss-of-coolant accident,

(2) a reduction in overpower from reduced void reactivity, and

(3) a reduction in the rate of energy discharge to the containment.

We will examine the results of the calculations in terms of each of these
benefits.

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the results for all cases except for cases 2
and 4. These are similar to cases 1 and 3: the outlet Venturis give little
benefit.



The temperatures for case 7 are slightly lower than expected from earlier
CANDU 600 simulations, probably because the 35% break is not quite the worst
with the CATHENA model. This means that CANFLO improvements could be
somewhat better than indicated by the following comparisons.

The calculated hot-channel, hot-pin sheath temperatures for the CANFLO cases
are compared with those for the conventional CANDU in Figure 9. In all
cases, a substantial benefit is indicated for CANFLO. The calculation for
the figure-of-800 circuit, using fluidic diodes at the inlet, indicates a
reduction in peak sheath temperature of 300°C. As expected, the use of check
valves as inlet-flow limiters (cases 3 and 4) confers a decided advantage.
This advantage is further enhanced if DP valves are introduced at the outlet
(case 6).

The lower sheath temperatures obtained with CANFLO are directly related to
the ability to maintain forward flow through the downstream core pass during
the early part of the transient. Figure 10 shows the flow in the hot channel
for each case. In the conventional CANDU, since it is a worst case,
stagnation occurs very quickly. For CANFLO, a significant forward flow is
maintained for some 10 or more seconds depending on the case. Cases 1 and 2
have a small negative flow at 20 to 30 seconds that causes a reduction in
temperature: a smaller break, say 90%, might give a worse result. Cases 3,
A and 5 show a small positive flow up to 50 seconds. These need to be
continued past 50 seconds until the channel is refilled by emergency coolant.
Case 6, with DP valves, shows a strong forward flow throughout the transient.

The hot-channel power transients shown in Figure 11 are caused by coolant
void in the channels immediately downstream of the broken inlet header.
Though the CANFLO designs have reduced void per channel, twice as many
channels are directly affected. (Recall that the conventional CANDU 600 has
two figure-of-eight circuits and the CANFLO designs have only one circuit.)

The result is that the power transients for CANFLO cases 1 and 2 are worse
than for the conventional CANDU 600 and the power transient for the figure-
of-800 is about the same. The peak temperatures are lower, as we have seen,
because of the ability of the CANFLO systems to maintain forward flow during
the early part of the transient. For the cases with check valves, the power
transient is greatly reduced.

Finally, Figure 12 shows the energy released to containment for each of the
systems analyzed. In this Figure, the reference case is a CANDU 600 100Z
outlet header break. Again, CANFLO case 1 is worse than the conventional
CANDU and the case with DP valves is substantially improved. The otner cases
give results similar to the conventional CANDU.

CONCLUSIONS

Given the vortex diode characteristics reported here, the CANFLO two-supply-
train figure-of-800 design significantly reduces LOCA fuel temperatures as
compared to the conventional CANDU 600. With check valves in a CANFLO
figure-of-eight or figure-of-800, fuel temperatures would be further reduced
and the power transient from void reactivity would also be greatly reduced.



The preferred CANFLO design is one which uses two inlet feeders, each with a
reverse-flow limiter, per fuel channel and no flow limiters at the outlet.
For reactors large enough to require four pumps and steam generators, the
figure-of-800 design, of Figure 4, is preferred.

The CANFLO development is continuing at AECL with the emphasis being placed
on reverse-flow limiters. Check valve designs are being investigated for
reliability and a testing program is being pursued at Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment to investigate the characteristics of the more
promising designs of vortex diodes.
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